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MEDIATION REPORT  
 
Chapter 15 Commercial (Part) and Chapter 16 Industrial (Part) of the Proposed 
Christchurch Replacement District Plan 
 
 
To: Independent Hearings Panel – Christchurch Replacement Plan 
 
From:  John Mills, Environment Commissioner – Mediator 
 
This is a record of mediation outcome held for this topic. It is prepared in accordance with  
Clause 10(4)) of Schedule 3 to the Canterbury Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement 
District Plan) Order 2014. 
 
This report covers mediation sessions on the following topics held at The Hearings 
Venue, 348 Manchester Street, on 16, 17, 20, 21 and 22 April 2015  in relation to the 
Commercial (Part) and Industrial (Part) proposals of the Proposed Christchurch 
Replacement District Plan: 
 
Combined Issues of Commercial and Industrial Proposals 
 
(i) Strategy for managing commercial activity/ centres based approach  
(ii)  Brownfield Development 
(iii) Infrastructure  
(iv) Cultural Issues  
(v) Commercial Core Zone (Belfast) 
(vi) Commercial Core Zone - Ferrymead  
(vii) Commercial Core Zone (North Halswell) 
 
Issues - Commercial Proposal 
 
(viii)  Relationship between Centres and the establishment of a hierarchy  
(ix) Urban Design Provisions and Development Standards 
(x) Types of Activities  
(xi) Effects of Activities  
(xii) Recovery of Centres subject to Master Plans 
 
Issues - Industrial Proposal 
 
(xiii) Industrial Activities  
(xiv) Recognition and Provision for non-industrial activities 
(xv) Amenity in Industrial Zones 
(xvi) Reverse Sensitivity 
(xvii) Effects on the adjoining environment   
 
Site Specific Issues / Rezoning 
 
(xviii) Site Specific Sessions (Various) 
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Combined Issues of Commercial and Industrial Proposals 
 
Session 1 -  Strategy for managing commercial activity/ centres based approach 
 
Distinction between Commercial and Industrial; Consolidation or Intensification; 
Provisions for commercial activities 
 
Attendees: Mark Stevenson (CCC), Alice Burnett (Beca/CCC), Hamish Osborne 

(Secretariat), Matt Bonis (#725 Bunnings, #761 Kiwi Income, #790 
Progressive Enterprises), Jeremy Philips (#742 Scentre NZ), Dean Marshall 
(#982), Jane Whyte and Jenna Silcock (#495 Crown); Rebecca Jayne and 
Daniel Thorne (#705 Foodstuffs); James Gardiner-Hopkins and Hannah 
Hoogeven (#388 McDonalds); Sarah Eveleigh (#917 MAIL). 

 
The Crown believe that the changes in the 8 April revised chapter are an improvement 
from the notified version, with particular reference to Objective 1.   Some provisions 
need to be more enabling, with particular reference to Policy (15.1.1.5).  There was 
agreement that policy 5 (new) of Commercial proposal on expansion of centres requires 
rewording to reflect intent. 
 
Memorial Avenue Investments consider that provision needs to be made for non-
industrial activity in industrial zones, reflecting higher order documents (i.e. Recovery 
Plan).   There was agreement that this is an issue that needs a balanced decision by the 
Panel. 
  
Mandeville Street - concerned with the limitations of the proposed zoning (Industrial 
General) as notified for their land that is zoned Business 4 in the operative plan and will 
impact on the current vitality of the area. Concern regarding enabling approach to 
expansion of the Malls.  
 
Bunnings, Kiwi Income and Progressive Enterprises are of the opinion that the proposed 
wording for Objective 2 does not align with the policies and rules with respect to the 
deletion of 'primarily'.  There was recognition that further discussion around Policy 7 
(Office Parks) and Policy 8 (Mixed use areas) of the Commercial proposal is require d on 
the alignment between Objective 2 and these policies i.e. recognition in Objectives of 
existing commercial activity outside centres. Subsequent off-line discussions identified a 
way forward of a new objective that policies 7 and 8 sit under.  
 
McDonalds raised the issue of alignment between objectives, policies and methods, 
which was discussed further off-line with consideration of, and agreement to, further 
amendments. 
 
 
Session 2  - Brownfield Development 
 
Attendees:  Mark Stevenson (CCC), Alice Burnett (Beca/CCC), Hamish Osborne 

(Secretariat); Sam Flewellyn (#775 Annex Developments); Jonathan Clease 
(#920 Waterloo Park Ltd); Ben Williams and Gary Monk (#1014 Gelita); Robin 
Mann (#666 NZMEA); Jenna Silcock and Jane Whyte (#495 Crown); Daniel 
Thorne and Rebecca Jayne (#705 Foodstuffs). 
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There was general agreement on supporting the addition of a new objective for 
brownfield development and how it has been articulated.  
 
Gelita questioned the definition of Brownfield and the distinction between Industrial 
Heavy and Industrial General, which were highlighted as issues to be taken to the Panel.  
 
Waterloo requested that they would like to see rules to provide for non-industrial 
activities as a method for implementing Policy 6 (16.1.1.6) (of revised proposal), similar 
to what has been proposed for the Tannery. 
 
Off-line discussion followed with the Crown and Waterloo Park in respect of the 
definition of 'Brownfield' and wording of Objective 2 and Policy 6 with amendments to 
the objective and policy subsequently circulated to all parties.  
 
 
Session 3  -  Infrastructure 
 
Attendees:  Mark Stevenson (CCC), Martin Swaffield (Beca/CCC), Hamish Osborne 

(Secretariat); Jonathan Clease (#774 LiquiGas, #863 CIAL); Ben Williams 
(#863 CIAL, #922 Orion, #915 LPC), Laura Buttimore (#922 Orion), Andrew 
Purves (#915 Lyttelton Port Company (LPC)), Ainsley McLeod (#495 Crown 
and #832 Transpower), Cedric Carranceja (#495 Crown), Dougall Campbell 
(#832 Transpower). 

 
The issue of water supply provision, noise sensitive activities inside the airport contour 
line, noise sensitive activities in the Lyttelton Port Influences Overlay Area, activities in 
proximity to electricity networks and LiquiGas’s submission were discussed during this 
session. 
 
Ainsley McLeod indicated that the Crown would like consistency for Fire Fighting Water 
Supply provision across all Chapters in terms of the 'non-notification’ clause. Jonathan 
Clease questioned whether there was an opportunity to condense the provisions so 
there is one rule under the General Rules Chapter. However, mutual agreement was 
reached with the merit of in-zone provisions at this stage. 
 
There was general agreement with provisions for Noise Sensitive Activities in the Airport 
Contour Line. 
 
Andrew Purves requested consistency across all the Chapters for Noise Sensitive 
Activities in the Port Influences Overlay Area with reference to an objective in the 
residential chapter. He highlighted that there was not a clear link back to the Strategic 
Chapter objectives from the Commercial/ Industrial proposals in the absence of an 
objective in these proposals. CCC noted that a specific objective in the Commercial and 
Industrial proposals was not included due to the repetition but was a point for 
consideration. 
 
Electricity Networks – activities, buildings and fences within 12m of the centreline of a 
national Grid Transmission line in Industrial Heavy and General Zone. There was 
agreement from both Transpower and Orion that it would be beneficial to understand 
the Panels view following the Residential Hearings before any further discussion.  
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Jonathan Clease and CCC agreed to have offline negotiations on the need for greater 
policy recognition for bulk fuel services. LiquiGas also conveyed that the relief for a 
300m buffer would not be pursued. Acknowledged that effects on the pipeline are best 
considered in the Utilities Chapter – due to the range of zones. LiquiGas are in the 
position of supporting the revised version with sensitive activities being a discretionary 
activity. 
 
Andrew Purves and CCC agreed on separate discussions on why the request for Offices 
to be permitted activities in the industrial General Zone at Lyttelton was rejected and to 
give further consideration to this.  
 
 
Session 4 –  Cultural issues  
 
No parties attended this session.  
 
 
Session 5 -  Commercial Core Zone (Belfast) 
 
Attendance: Mark Stevenson (CCC), Andrew Henderson (Beca/CCC), Hamish Osborne 

(secretariat), Cedric Carranceja and Jane Whyte (#495 Crown); Matt Bonis 
(#968 Waimakariri DC) 

 
The Commercial Proposal generally reflects the Plan Change that rezoned land for the 
Styx Centre and includes various restrictions, including limits on offices and retail to 
avoid impacts on the Central City and other centres.  The Crown and Waimakariri DC  
support the Plan provisions, and Mr Bonis advised that #761 Kiwi had withdrawn their 
further submission relating to the Styx Centre.  
 
Discussions focused around the applicability of the staging rules for office and retail 
activities, with the Council agreeing to remove the February 2015 trigger for offices and 
the 2017 trigger for retail (outside mediation upon liaising with experts).   
 
There was also discussion on the insertion of a note in the revised Commercial proposal 
that indicated applications that breached the floorspace limits for retail or offices would 
be processed on a non-notified basis and without the written approval of affected 
parties.  All parties agreed that this was inappropriate as a breach of the subject rules 
may have strategic effects and it was appropriate that the clause be removed.  This will 
be addressed throughout all relevant parts of the Proposal.  
 
AMP did not attend mediation but in their submission, they seek no limitations on office 
and retail activities, contrary to the Council view, and this is a matter the Panel will need 
to address.  
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Session 6 -  Commercial Core Zone - Ferrymead  
 
Attendance: Mark Stevenson (CCC), Andrew Henderson (Beca/CCC), Hamish Osborne 

(secretariat), Jane Walsh and Jeremy Phillips (#934 Sloan) 
 
Discussions focused generally on the 500m2 restriction on tenancy size for retail activity. 
Ferrymead is subject to an existing consent that provides for 21,500m 2 of retail. The 
concern was that consent would be required for future development, parti cularly given 
the area of the exisitng blocks to be developed.  
  
Council conveyed that the required setback from Ferry Road is to be deleted as some 
consented development intrudes into the setback already.  It was acknowledged that 
the rule requiring building to the boundary is inappropriate in the context of Ferrymead 
given the operative provision for a 10 m setback and development to date.  
 
There was also discussion on the insertion of a note in the revised Commercial proposal 
that indicated applications that breached the floorspace limits for retail or office 
activities would be processed on a non-notified basis and without the written approval 
of affected parties.  Council conveyed that a non-compliance with the rule may result in 
strategic effects and it was appropriate that the clause be removed.  This will be 
addressed throughout all relevant parts of the Proposal.  
 
The key issue, and one for the Panel to determine, relates to the limit on tenancy size in 
the area zoned Commercial in the notified proposal.  Council remains concerned with 
the potential impact of removing the 500m2 restriction on the role and recovery of / 
recovery of Eastgate and the City Centre.  
 
 
Session 7 – Commercial Core Zone (North Halswell) 
 
Attendance: Mark Stevenson (CCC), Andrew Henderson (Beca/CCC), Hamish Osborne 

(Secretariat); Jon Richards (#495 Crown /NZTA), Cedric Carranceja and 
Jane Whyte (#495 Crown), Gerard Cleary and Simon Mortlock (#1134 
Danne Mora); Mike Mora (#254 Riccarton-Wigram CB); Roger Davidson 
and Alex Booker (#705, Foodstuffs), John Hardie (#966 Terrace 
Developments Ltd) 

 
All parties agreed that the North Halswell KAC should be subject to a  separate mediation 
meeting. The 20th of May was provisionally agreed. It was also agreed that an informal 
meeting of the economic experts prior to that mediation would be beneficial , as the 
economic evidence will be key in resolving many of the issues.   The parties agreed that 
this mediation should occur after rebuttal evidence had been filed by all parties.  
 
There was confusion over the area of the KAC in the notified proposal. It was confirmed 
that the area zoned in the notified proposal was 19 hectares. The ODP incorrectly 
recorded it as 17 ha. The Housing Exemplar decision removed 2 hectares and the KAC as 
it presently stands is 17 ha (including areas for roads).  
 
There was also discussion on the insertion of a note in the revised Commercial proposal  
that indicated applications that breached the floorspace limits for retail or office 
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activities would be processed on a non-notified basis and without the written approval 
of affected parties.  Council conveyed that a non-compliance with the rule may result in 
strategic effects and it was appropriate that the clause be removed. This will be 
addressed throughout all relevant parts of the Proposal.  
 
Stormwater management had been addressed in the expert caucusing. Council agreed 
that the note from caucusing would be provided to Mr Mora. 
 
Depending on the outcome of the mediation on May 20 th, key issues that require 
evidence and determination by the Panel are:  
 

 The size, extent and location of the KAC.  Danne Mora and Terrace Developments 
have different preferred locations.  

 Provision for floor space for retail and office activities.  There is an overall lack of 
clarity around the total areas provided for retail, offices and non-retail activities.   

 Comprehensive approach to development of the KAC.   

 Staging 

 Transportation – whether there should be an upgrade to two intersections prior 
to development.  

 
Issues - Commercial Proposal 
 
Session 8 – Relationship between Centres and the establishment of a hierarchy  
 
Attendance : M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat); 
 J Gardner-Hopkins, N Felton and H Hoogeven (#388 McDonalds); D Thorne 

(#705 Foodstuffs); Jo McDonald, M Bonis and D Sadlier (#761 Kiwi); D 
Minhinnick and J Phillips (#742 Scentre); J Whyte and F Lojkine (#495, 
#495 Crown); A Thompson (#966 Terrace Developments) 
 

The issue of how Table 15.1 relates to Policy 1 was raised, with revisions suggested to 
clarify the relationship between the two.  
 
The role of the CBD and whether it serves the City's residents, workers and/or visitors 
was discussed. Mr Thompson did not necessarily agree with the Council’s evidence base.  
 
This issue of how suburban development can 'support' the Central City as proposed in 
policy 1 (as amended in paragraph 19.11 of the Evidence in Chief of Mark Steven son) 
was raised.  Discussions followed regarding the application of the policy, and whether 
in-centre development is subject to the policy. Following discussion on the purpose of 
Policy 1, it was agreed that further consideration be given to its relevance to all 
circumstances and how it is applied.  
Reference was also made to Policy 3 and how development in the N Halswell KAC 
'protects' the Central City. It was agreed that development at North Halswell may not 
'protect' the Central City in itself and that the policy is amended. 
 
An appropriate test for considering the effects on centres was discussed.  Council 
conveyed that it was not proposing the test be one of distributional effects, and that it 
is concerned with out of centre development eroding the function of centres i.e. i.e. the 
urban form effects.  
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Concern was expressed by Mr Bonis (#761 Kiwi/ #790 Progressive/ #725 Bunnings) that 
significant distributional effects were not recognised, and that the relationship between 
distributional and urban form effects was linked.  
 
The issue of consistency was raised with reference made in the chapter to distributional 
effects, particularly given the focus of the chapter is to move away from distributional 
effects as the effects to be assessed. This was acknowledged and agreement was  
reached that amendments are required to be clear in what is sought.  
 

 
Session 9 – Urban Design Provisions and Development Standards  
 
Attendance : M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), 

 J Gardiner-Hopkins, N Felton and H Hoogeven (#388 McDonalds); D 
Thorne (#705 Foodstuffs), K Seaton (NPT Ltd, #788), J Clease (#761 Kiwi, 
#790 Progressive, #725 Bunnings, #742 Scentre); J McDonald and D 
Sadlier (#761 Kiwi), D Minhinnick (#742 Scentre), M Mora (#254 
Riccarton/Wigram Community Board); T Dale,  A Spear and J Thomas 
(#462 Riccarton Bush/Kilmarnock Residents Association);  H Broughton 
(#592); K Wyss (#866 Reefville Properties); J Whyte and F Lojkine (#495 
Crown). 

 
The clarity of the urban design rules and their application was discussed.  It was agreed 
that various re-wording was required, including:  
 

- Whether the urban design trigger is development over 1,000 m2 and with an 
elevation of more than 20 m, or whether it is one or the other (i.e. OR) 

- Relocation of the urban design trigger to the Built Form Standards 
- The Quantum of floor space permitted (below the Urban Design trigger) for 

additions 
 
There was discussion regarding the package of activity status, trigger levels and matters 
of discretion and how any change in one has an influence.  
 
The Matters of discretion and the merits of tailoring them to specific forms of 
development were discussed but there was no agreement on the appropriate approach.  

 
The height limits in the Commercial Fringe Zone (where an increase is proposed from 12 
m in the notified proposal to 20 m in the Revised Proposal) were raised, with specific 
reference to the northern side of Riccarton road. Concerns were expressed by Ms 
Broughton and others representing residents in area regarding the potential impact on 
residential amenity and the amenity of Riccarton Road.  To address this, an alternative 
was put forward providing a stepped height limit for the submitter and others to 
consider.  This matter will likely be covered in evidence. 

 
The standards applying to development below the thresholds in terms of their position 
to the street (i.e. the requirement to build up to the road frontage) was discussed.  It 
was agreed that a refined approach (relative to the revised proposal) is required and 
that Key Pedestrian Frontages (KPFs) provide the mechanism to achieve that with build 
up to the road frontage only being appropriate on KPFs.  
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Session 10 – Types of Activities (Commercial)  
 
Attendance : M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), 

 J Gardiner-Hopkins, N Felton and H Hoogeven (#388 McDonalds); K 
Seaton (NPT Ltd, #788), D Millar (#840 Ngai Tahu Property ), M Bonis 
(#761 Kiwi, #790 Progressive, #725 Bunnings), D Sadlier (#761 Kiwi), D 
Minhinnick and J Phillips (#742 Scentre), A McLeod (#495 Crown/NZFS), A 
Thompson (#966 Terrace Developments); K Wyss (#866 Reefville 
Properties); J Whyte and F Lojkine (#495, Crown) 

 
This session focused on provisions for various activities in the Commercial proposal.  
 
Council clarified that supermarkets and department stores are exempt from the 500m 2 
tenancy limit on retail activities in neighbourhood centres.  
 
Council indicated that offices in the Commercial Retail Park zone are not supported due 
to the concern that they would not support the role of the central city or District and 
Neighbourhood centres while also diluting the function of the Commercial Retail Park 
zone.   
 
Darryl Millar noted that Commercial Services were provided for in the Operative Plan 
but not in the CRP zone as notified, despite some commercial activities being allowed.  
The provision for these kinds of activities will be a matter for evidence.   
 
McDonalds noted that service stations were permitted in the Commercial Local Zone, 
but drive through facilities were Restricted discretionary.  Council agreed this would be 
amended to provide for commercial services.  
 
 
Session 11 – Effects of Commercial Activities  
 
Attendance : M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat); 

 J Gardiner-Hopkins, N Felton and H Hoogeven (#388 McDonalds); K 
Seaton (NPT Ltd, #788), M Bonis (#761 Kiwi, #790 Progressive, #725 
Bunnings), D Sadlier (#761 Kiwi), D Minhinnick and J Phillips (#742 
Scentre); A McLeod (#495 Crown/NZFS), A Thompson (#966 Terrace 
Developments), K Wyss (#866 Reefville Properties), J Whyte and F Lojkine 
(#495 Crown), Tanya Stevens (#1145 Te Runanga o Ngai Tahu). 

 
Concern was raised that Commercial Objective 2 (viii) seeking integration between 
development and the delivery of infrastructure could result in delays to developments, 
for example if there was a planned upgrade to infrastructure but the timeframe was 
outside the control of the developer.   Council considered that some effects may be 
tolerated for a period, but developments in advance of upgrades should not introduce 
inefficiencies or compromise the networks.  Scentre suggested the policy could refer to 
‘planned’ or ‘programmed’ infrastructure, but Council considered that i t would be 
difficult to determine what may be planned.  CCC and Scentre disagree on the wording 
of this Objective.   
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Policy 2(c)(ii)(b) is to be reworded to refer to Waimakariri District Council  for 
consistency with Policy 2 (b)(i), which refers to centres in the Selwyn District.  
 
Ngai Tahu’s outstanding concerns relate to the effects of commercial development on 
waterways, and seek the prevention of untreated stormwater entering water bodies, 
and wish to ensure natural waterbodies are separated from stormwater treatment. Ngai 
Tahu seek to avoid mixing of storm water and water bodies.  Council indicated that 
stormwater is generally managed outside the district Plan on a catchment basis.  
Removal of all stormwater from all water bodies is not necessarily  supported. 
 
 
Issues - Industrial Proposal 
 
Session 12 – Recovery of Centres subject to Master Plans  
 
Attendance -  M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat),  
 F Lojkine and J Whyte (#495 Crown); M Bonis (#790 Progressive 

Enterprises) 
 
All parties present were happy with the proposed changes to the Commercial Chapter.  
 
 
Session 13 – Industrial Activities  
 
Attendance:  M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat) ; R 

van Baldern, K Bligh and B Williams (#1014 Gelita); R Mann (#666 
NZMEA); N Boyes (#827 Higgins Contracting); Sam Flewellen (#775 Annex 
Developments); Anna Davidson (#686 Silver Fern Farms, #772 Lowe 
Corporation), J Whyte and V Smith (#495 Crown). 

 
This session focused largely on the potential for the development of non-industrial 
activities in the Industrial Zone, and particularly the Industrial Heavy Zone.  
 
Gelita are concerned that the rules could enable another Tannery type development to 
establish.  Allowing residential or commercial activities in the IH zone could result in 
reverse sensitivity effects and constrain the establishment of heavy industrial activiti es.  
 
No agreement was reached at mediation but it was acknowledged that amendments to 
Objective 2 and policy 6 of the industrial proposal are appropriate as well as greater 
clarity of what constitutes a brownfield site. There was discussion over the amendments 
to Objective 2 and Policy 6, including:  
 

- The recognition of reverse sensitivity effects 
- The balancing of the Objective and Policy to recognise the function of industrial 

zones and for brownfield site redevelopment to not compromise this.  
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Session 14 – Recognition and Provision for non-industrial activities  
 
Attendance:  M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat) ; R 

Mann (#666 NZMEA); J Clease (#774 LiquiGas, #761 Kiwi, #920 Waterloo 
Park); R Evans (#600 Melanesian Mission Trust Board); S Buckley (# 884 
Jarras Holdings); Darryl Millar (#840 Ngai Tahu Property); N Boyes (#827 
Higgins Contractors); J Whyte and V Smith (#495, Crown) 

 
The parties are opposed to the approach that ancillary offices are restricted to the lesser 
of either 30% of the site area or 500m2 in order to provide for their operational needs. 
They were concerned that this approach is too restrictive and that the rule should 
instead either have no restriction, or enable the greater of 500m2 or 30% of the site 
area. Council’s view is that this is inappropriate, and that allowing for greater floor 
space for ancillary activities would be inconsistent with the centres based approach of 
the Plan and has a greater potential to lead to reverse sensitivity effects . 
 
Discussion centered on whether floor space limits were necessary given the term 
'ancillary' requires office or retail activity to be incidental. CCC’s concern was that the 
absence of floor space limits created uncertainty of what was ancillary, leading to 
different interpretations. Other parties’ positions were that there is no issue at present 
and floor space limits sets a second threshold, additional to the definition.  
  
There was acceptance by Council and a number of submitters that the debate is not 
whether offices are ancillary or not but rather, how this is achieved.  
 
The Crown requests that Community Activities be permitted within Industrial zones in 
order to allow for the development of Community Correction Facilities in Industrial 
Heavy Zones, amongst other land uses. LiquiGas oppose sensitive activities or 
community activities being permitted within the Industrial Heavy Zone as they do not 
want these activities located near bulk stores etc. Council agrees that it would not be 
appropriate for community activities to be permitted in Industrial Heavy Zones given the 
diversity of activities covered by the definition of ‘Community Activity’.   
 
There was agreement outside the mediation session to provide for Community 
Correction facilities in industrial zones while requiring consent for community facilities 
as a discretionary activity, subject to some policy recognition.  
 
The Crown indicated that they are comfortable with the overall approach, and any 
residual issues will be addressed in evidence.  
 
 
Session 15 – Amenity in Industrial Zones  
 
Attendance:  M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), R 

Evans (#600 Melanesian Mission Trust Board), T Stevens (#1145 Ngai 
Tahu), J Whyte and V Smith (#495 Crown) 

 
The Crown is concerned with anticipated outcomes sought from requiring landscaping 
on arterial roads. The issue with the proposal lies with existing sites and the number of 
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arterial roads, and the Crown request that a more specific area approach is applied. 
Council agrees on a focused approach, but insists that there needs to be consistency to 
ensure a degree of fairness. Council agreed to define the specific areas with words 
rather than planning maps, the outcome being that landscaping and setback 
requirements will only be imposed on gateway sites.  
 
 
Session 16 -  Reverse Sensitivity 
 
Attendance -  M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat) ; R 

Mann (#666 NZMEA); M Bonis #863 CIAL); D Millar and L Buttimore (#922 
Orion); F Aston (#772 Lowe Corporation, #686 Silver Fern Farms); A 
McLeod ((#832 Transpower); M Mora (#254 Riccarton / Wigram 
Community Board); Christian Jordan (#1098), V Smith and J Whyte #495 
Crown) 

 
Orion is seeking provision for setbacks from its infrastructure and is in d iscussions with 
Transpower. Transpower noted that this is unlikely to be addressed in mediation. The 
outcome of the Residential Proposal will have an effect on the Commercial/Industrial 
proposals.  This is a matter the Panel will likely be required to determine.  
 
M Mora raised a number of issues around reverse sensitivity that will be addressed in 
Phase 2, such as boarding houses, quarries and Ruapuna.  
 
The NZMEA is concerned with reverse sensitivity, particularly around the split of the old 
B5 zone into Industry general and industry Heavy.   The concern relates primarily to the 
Woolston area (Gelita) and will be discussed in the Site Specific Mediations and covered 
in evidence.  
 
Christian Jordan’s concern related to the recession plane between the residential and 
industrial zones. It was conveyed that the relief sought had been accepted in the revised 
proposal.  
 
Council indicated that amendments would be made to industrial Policy 6 to highlight the 
effects of reverse sensitivity on industrial Zones.  
 
 
Session 17 -  Effects on the adjoining environment   
 
Attendance -  M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), M 

Mora (#254 Riccarton / Wigram Community Board); R Mann (#666 
NZMEA); V Smith and J Whyte (#495 Crown) 

 
The only issue raised by those present related to the zoning of the Go Kart activity in 
Halswell. This area is identified in the LURP as a greenfields priority area , and is to be 
addressed in Phase 2.  As such the matter is outside the scope of the Commercial and 
Industrial Chapters.  
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Site Specific Issues / Rezoning 
 
Site Specific Session – Addington  - KI Commercial (#789) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), D 

Pedley, B Giddens and P Keung (all KI Commercial #789) 
 
The principal issue with the zoning of this site relates to the manner in which offices and 
retail activities are provided for.  Council’s evidence recommends the creation of a 
Commercial Mixed Use Zone over the area. The submitter seeks Commercial Core zoning 
to reflect the nature of established activities and provide for growth to service people 
working in the area.   
 
Council remains of the view that Commercial Core zoning is inappropriate as it will 
enable a greater range of activities and potentially adversely affect the centres based 
approach.   
 
The zoning of this site is a matter for the Panel to determine.    
 
Site Specific Session – Mandeville Street  - G Horgan (#807) and Ron Long (#1147) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), R 

Long (#1147), G Horgan (#807) 
 
The submitters requested that the Mandeville Street area be rezoned for Commercial 
activities as it is no threat to the city centre.    Council has accepted that Industrial 
General Zoning of the area is inappropriate and does not reflect the nature of activities 
it supports.  
 
Council has recommended that the Leslie Hills Drive properties be rezoned as 
Commercial Office With the exception of two properties, this area contains Commercial 
Offices and the zoning is considered appropriate.  
 
Given the wide range of activities in the remainder of the Mandeville Street area, 
Council remained of the view that Commercial Mixed Use is more appropriate. Zoning 
the entire area as Commercial Office would be inconsistent with the centres based 
approach and result in a greater quantum and dispersal of office activities.  
 
The zoning of the remainder of the Mandeville Street area remains a point of difference 
between the parties and is a matter for the Panel to determine.    
 
Site Specific Session – Cranford Street – C Jordan (#1122) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), C 

Jordan (#1122) 
 
Mr Jordan opposes the Industrial General zoning of the land on Cranford Street adjacent 
to the school and considered that a commercial zoning would be more appropriate.  
Council indicated that the area has a history of industrial type activities and that ther e 
had been no complaints over the operation of the activities.  There are controls at the 
interface, and the playing fields provide good separation.  A commercial zoning could 
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open the door for a range of the activities.  This is not suitable as the area h as an 
industrial character.  
 
The zoning of the Cranford Street site area remains a point of difference between the 
parties and is a matter for the Panel to determine.  
 
Site Specific Session – 21 Paeroa Street (#294 Bryce Gallery) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat),D 

Bryce, B Church and Shi Ping Wang (all #294) 
 
The submitters relocated their small art gallery to 21 Paeroa Street following the 
earthquakes.  The gallery has a commercial component as well as a community service  
(eg tours etc for community groups). They seek commercial zoning to provide greater 
flexibility and certainty in the long term. The site is not suitable for residential given its 
location on a corner with heavy traffic.  
 
Council‘s concern remains that zoning the site as commercial will result in the creation 
of an ad hoc commercial zoning and potential precedent for extending commercial 
zoning along Riccarton Road.   Zoning the site or the entire block to include the HNZC 
site next door would allow a greater range of commercial activities, and be inconsistent 
with the centres based approach. 
 
The zoning of the site remains a point of difference between the parties and is a matter 
for the Panel to determine. 
 
Site Specific Session – Woolston ( #1014 Gelita, #666 NZMEA) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), R 

Mann (#666 NZMEA) 
 
The fundamental issue for NZMEA in the Woolston area is the provision for brownfield 
redevelopment in the Industrial zones.   Council’s position is that the LURP and RPS, 
being higher order planning documents, encourage the establishment of non—industrial 
activities (including residential) on Brownfield sites in the industrial zones.   
 
Council indicated that the rules for industrial zones are less permissive than the 
operative plan, and acknowledged that revisions to the relevant policies relating the 
Brownfield development (Policy 6) will signal that brownfield development should not 
lead to reveres sensitivity effects.   
 
NZMEA acknowledged that high level concerns are being addressed by the rules, such as 
those relating to retail and office activities. However, they are looking to prevent further 
office/retail developments such as another tannery being established in the industrial 
zone.   
 
The Council is satisfied that the rules will prevent a creep of development onto the 
Industrial zones.  
 
This remains a fundamental point of difference between Council and submitters 
concerned about the Woolston area, and will be a matter for the Panel to determine.  
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Site Specific Session – Kennaway Park  
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), S 

Eveleigh (#787 Kennaway Park) 
 
The submission relates to the site known as ‘Portlink’, located between Tunnel Road, the 
river and the new industrial park.  The rules sit within the Industrial General Zone.  
 
Council agreed to include landscaping, parking and parking lots as permitted activities, 
and noted freight hubs and loading are covered by existing definitions.  
 
The submitter was concerned that the 10m setback from Tunnel Road creates narrower 
lots and thereby reduces the potential yield.  
 
Council indicated that there had been overall concern at the blanket approach to 
setbacks and landscaping on arterial roads. Following discussions with the Crown it had 
been agreed to only require setbacks and landscaping on gateway sites.  It was 
considered that the tunnel Road frontage is a gateway to the Port and Council agreed to 
reduce the Tunnel Road setback to 3 metres, with a 1.5 metre landscaping strip.   The 
rules are to be amended to reflect this. Further discussions off -line also resulted in 
agreement on the landscape treatment adjoining the Heathcote River. 
   
The only outstanding issue between the parties, and one for the panel to determine, 
relates to the provision for non-industrial activities (residential, commercial and retail). 
Council does not agree to providing for more office or retail activities beyond that which 
presently exists.  
 
Site Specific Session – Ferry Road   - Mr Colhart (#728) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), B 

Thompson, R Colthart and S Colthart (#728) 
 
Mr Colthart is seeking a Commercial Local zoning instead of residential over the site that 
his motor home sales yard operates from.  The business has operated since 1987 and 
there are no plans to change it.  The site is within a flood plain and is not suit able for 
residential.  Commercial local zoning would avoid the burden of resource consents for 
any future developments and opens the door for potential land use changes. The small 
scale of the site does not threaten the centres focus of the Plan.  
 
Council’s view is that a motor home sales yard is a yard based activity and is not 
permitted in commercial centres. A commercial local zoning would open the door to a 
wider range of activities, and would exacerbate the bleeding of commercial activities 
along Ferry Road.   
 
Zoning of the site remains a fundamental point of difference between Council and the 
submitter concerned and will be a matter for the Panel to determine.  
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Site Specific Session – North Belfast     
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat); M 

Radford and G Cleary (#660 Radford Family Trust); T Stevens and J Walsh 
(#1145 Te Runanga O Ngai Tahu), F Aston (#660 Radford FT, #686 Silver 
Fern Farms and #772 Lowe Corporation) 

 
The parties requested that the issue of setbacks from springs, values of the silent file 
area and cultural values be deferred to Stage 3 to allow all the issues to be heard 
together.  
 
Council’s view was that the objectives and policies in the industrial proposal are broader 
than just silent file issues and that they wouldn’t need to be deferred and should be 
heard in Stage 1, with the option of being re-visited. The parties agree that rules and 
Matters of Discretion in respect of springs and the silent file can be deferred to Stage 3.  
 
Council agreed to the removal of the 3m setback from the esplanade from the Outline 
Development Plan as it was considered outside of scope. Parties expressed concern with 
the location of stormwater areas within existing sites, which requires Council to revie w 
the matter further, following discussions with experts. Given the relationship to cultural 
values, this matter would also be deferred.  
 
Site Specific Session – Papanui – Langdons Road/Firestone Site) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Milne (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne 

(Secretariat); R Edwards and D Chrystal (#810 Environs Projects & Luney 
Developments, #1188 Papanui Properties),  

 
There were discussion regarding the assumptions for the traffic modelling and the 
appropriate baseline for assessing the effects.  It was agreed by Council that the starting 
point for assessing the effects was not an assumption that the site is undeveloped.  
 
Agreement was not reached on whether the additional trips arising from a CRP zoning 
are significant.  It was agreed that further discussions take place outside mediation to 
resolve outstanding issues.  
 
Site Specific Session – Briggs Road   (#866 Reefville Properties)  
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), M 

Percasky and K Wyss (#866 Reefville) 
 
The submitter seeks that the residential sites that are consented for access and 
stormwater management be rezoned to Commercial Retail Park to reflect they are an 
integral part of that zone. Council remains concerned that any rezoning of the site 
would lead to an intrusion into the residential area and would impact on the 
surrounding residential coherence and character.  
 
This zoning remains is an outstanding matter between the parties and is a matter for the 
Panel to decide. 
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Site Specific Session – Richmond   - (#725 Bunnings)  
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), D 

Chrystal (#725 Bunnings)  
 
The parties are agreed that the relief proposed in the Council’s revised version and 
addressed in evidence is appropriate.  
 
Site Specific Session – Heinz Watties (#884) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), B 

Snowden, J Clease and J (#884 Heinz Watties)  
 
The parties agreed that deferral of the Industrial Zoning over the site used by the 
submitter for waste water discharge is appropriate. The outstanding concern is how this 
is included in the plan.   
 
Council’s concern, based on legal advice, is that the deferral needs a definite end date. 
Without an end date, the zoning is in effect in the hands of Heinz-Watties and some 
certainty is needed.  The submitter has indicated that they will use the site until it is n o 
longer needed.  
 
This is the only outstanding matter between the parties, and the matter for the Panel to 
determine relates to how the deferral and uptake of the Industrial Zoning can be 
included in the plan.  
 
Site Specific Session – Ferrymead (#1030) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat) ; J 

Chaplin (#1030) 
 
Mr Chaplin conveyed that land at 1090 Ferry Road and surrounds is inappropriate as  an 
industrial zone given the diversity of activities in the surrounds. It was conveyed that 
the viability of redevelopment was affected by additional geotechnical requirements.  
 
Council asked if Mr Chaplin could consider the proposed provisions for the Commercial 
Mixed use zone and its appropriateness in the context of Ferrymead. 
 
Site Specific Session – South West Hornby (K&B Williams, FS #1443) 
 
Attendance - M Stevenson (CCC), A Henderson (Beca/CCC), H Osborne (Secretariat), D 

Pedley, Mr & Mrs. K & B Williams, and Kelly Williams (all FS #1443) 
 
Concerns were expressed by the Williams family regarding the impact of industrial 
development on the amenity and character of the adjoining rural environment. 
Information was presented including a video to show the existing environment. 
 
There was discussion between Council and the submitters regarding the effects i.e. 
whether it is access and/or associated vehicle movements that are of concern.  The 
submitters confirmed that it is both. 
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It was acknowledged that the rule as amended in the revised proposal to permit vehicle 
access to Marshs Road did not limit the potential number of access points. This may 
impact on rural amenity and it was agreed that consent should be required for access.  
 
Further assessment is required of the potential effects, having regard to current vehicle 
movements. Subsequent correspondence with submitter has confirmed that consent for 
new access is appropriate as a RD activity rather than NC. 
 
 

 
 
John Mills 
Environment Court Commissioner - Mediator 
8 May 2015 


